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Customer (roy hightower) 10/17/2006 08:55 PM ,....,_ 

i have a 71 D its had about 20 shots fired threw iii killed 2 deer last year & my 16 yearold son killed 1 last year we liked it a 
loll! then tonight while he was going to shoot~ to make sure it was still on the money for this weekends youth hunt he shot 
it it kicked him so hard the scope hit him in the head he said it hurt & he wasn't going to shoot it any more he would use 
my rem 7400 auto insted we both new last year 1t didn't kick so 1 said let me shoot it & see why it was kicking so hard & 
the bolt will not open the salty will not go on & the trigger is stuck back like you would pull to shoot the bolt will not open at 
all this gun is like new whats wrong with my gun?????? i have owned remingtons all my life i have 4 shotguns 2 357s a 
270 &2 30-06s thay all work great this is the newst of all & brok after a box of shells have things changed that much???? 
please let me know what to do its gun season just a few weeks away lucky i have a gun he can use this weekend '11 thank 
you for any help Roy Hightower My cell is 918-857-5653 

061017-000125 

Customer (LINDA HOILES) 1011712006 01:52 PM 

UPDATE ADDRESS CLERKOFCOURT@CITYOFCREOLA ORG 

Customer (LINDA HOILES) 1011612006 10:30 AM .,.._. 

MY SWEET HUSBAND SURPRISED ME WITH A NEW 710, BUT THE BOLT ACTION IS VERRRRRY STIFF I CAN 
HARDLY RELOAD IS THIS A COMMON PROBLEM? WHAT CAN I DO TO FIX IT? 

EXCITED, LIN DA 

Customer (LINDA HOILES) 1011812006 04:30 PM .,.._. 

I JUST RECEIVED A BRAND NEW 710, NEVER EVEN HAD A CHANCE TO SHOOT IT. THE BOLT ACTION IS SO 
STIFF AND HAS SO MUCH PLAY IN IT SOMETHING IS DEFINATELY WRONG!!!! SINCE I CAN'T TAKE IT BACK TO 
THE STORE IT WAS BOUGHT FROM WHAT DO I DO? 
IS THIS A DEFECT OR OCCURING PROBLEM WITH THE 710'S? 

061018-000075 

Customer (Bri>nna Titus) 1011112006 08: 18 PM 

why does my bolt action seem to get hung up on 
me when I try to chamber a round. right at the safety. I took~ to a licensed remington dealer 
(gander mountain gunsmith) his response was 1t 
was a cheap riffle and it woulnd not be as smooth 
as a model7DO which was his prefrence.I would like to know if there is actually something wrong 
(defect or user error). fired at fireing range once, shot 15 rounds threw it sense purchased. would appreciate any help in 
this matter. I hope remington stands by their product unlike the place that sells your product and then says 1t is a cheap 
model 

71242344 061011-000104 

Customer (Stephen Budway) 1010812006 10:29 PM 

I have a new 710 in 30-06. I love the way it shoots. It's given me great groups consistantly, and has a great feel when 
firing. 

I am very unhappy with the feel of the bolt It is extremely hard to drive the bolt forward. The final lock in of the bolt is 
extremely tight, and does not feel right 

Is this part of the 'new feel' of the redesigned bolt and self-lubricating action, or does this sound like a manufacturing 
defect? Is re-head spacing or buffing often required with new 71 CJs? 

I am desperately seeking a solution. This problem has discouraged me from firing or enjoying my 710. I do not trust the 
rifle for hunting because I'm afraid I will not be able to get a second shot off in time if required. Please help! 

061 008-000097 

Customer (Ken Cahoon) 1010412006 01 :02 PM 

I have a new Remington 710, 30.06. The cartridges will not feed from the clip to the chamber. It can be the 1st or last 
cartridge. The bolt is extremely rough also. I have a 700 BDL 30.06 and a 722 in the .223 caliber and they are wonderful 
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weapons. I have only fired 3 rounds through the new weapon. Can you help me? 
Thank you, Ken Cahoon. 

061004-000046 

Customer (kathy boleman) 1010312006 07:39 PM 

I bought my husband a 710 with scope bolt action rifle april of 2005 from Walmart in Athens. Georgia. He used it a few 
times last hunting season and missed a couple of really nice deers because after the first shot the gun would jam with 
him. This year he had it out to sight it in. Still again after the first shot the gun would jam before making the second shot. 
What is the problem with this rifle? Why is it jamming every second shot? Walmart will not make your rifle that they sold to 
me good. They said that there would have to be a defect. What do they call a defect? The rifle can not be used for deer 
hunting, if you need to take a second shot. Can you help me with this problem? thanks kathy 

71198102 061003-000211 

Customer (ian thoele) 1010212006 02:13 PM ..,.,.. 

i have model 710 30-06 the gun has fired on me without pulling the trigger and the bolt action pulls all the way out when 
trying to load gun and bullets do not drop straight into the chamber 

71008724 061002-000062 

Customer (john howell) 0912812006 06:04 PM 

I purchased a model 710 243 caliber for my son 2 days ago (birthday) We planned on sighting ii this Saturday. I 
accidentally dry fired it once. Now, its locked up. The bolt or the safety switch won't move. Am I missing something? Do I 
need to return this to Remington? This was the first time the trigger was pulled. It's never had a bullet in it yet! I'd never 
guess this product to be so delicate. Please help. Thanks. 

71285465 060928-000069 

Customer (Kyle Wright) 0912812006 10:56 AM TA 
Hi, 
I just recently bought a model 710 30-06 from a local sportsman show. When I got home I cleaned it up and oiled it down 
to take it out and try it. When I put the bolt back in it felt like it grabbed the inside of the chamber? It is also loose. Is the 
normal? Is there something I have to tighten to keep it level. I assumed it would be a nice and tight action. Let me know 
when you can and thanks' 

060928-000029 
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